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Introduction
Let F be an N × N complex matrix whose jth column is the vector f j in C N . Let |f j | 2 denote the sum of the absolute squares of the entries of f j . Hadamard's inequality for determinants [3] states that | det(F )| ≤ For M > 2, there is equality in (1.1) if and only if at least one of the vectors f j is zero, or else F is a rank one matrix and moreover, each of the vectors f j is a constant modulus vector; i.e., its entries all have the same absolute value.
The conditions for equality can be reformulated as follows: There is equality in (1.1) if and only if one or more of the vectors f j is zero, or else there are numbers r j , ξ j ζ j , j = 1, . . . , N , with each r j > 0 and each ξ j and ζ j lying on the unit circle in the complex plane, so that F j,k = ξ j ζ k r k for each j, k.
We shall give two proofs of this inequality. The first turns on recognizing (1.1) as a close relative of the Brascamp-Lieb type inequality that we recently proved [2] for integrals of products of functions on the sphere S N . To explain this way of viewing (1.1), we first introduce some notation and terminology.
Let S N denote the symmetric group on N letters; i.e., the group of all permutations σ of {1, . . . , N }. Let the (composition) product in S N be denoted by juxtaposition, and for each 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N with i = j, let σ i,j be the pair permutation with σ i,j (i) = j, σ i,j (j) = i, σ i,j (k) = k for k = i, j. Let µ denote the uniform probability measure on S N so that if g is any function on S N ,
We may identify vectors in C N with complex valued functions on {1, . . . , N } as follows: If f : {1, . . . , N } → C, let f be the vector in C N whose jth entry is f (j). Conversely, given a vector f in C N , define the function f by setting f (j) equal to the jth component of f .
For 1 ≤ k ≤ N , define the function π k : S N → {1, . . . , N } by
If f : {1, . . . , N } → C, then f • π k : S N → C .
Let {f 1 , . . . , f N } be any N complex valued functions on {1, . . . , N }. For 1 ≤ j ≤ N , let f j denote the corresponding vector in C N , and let F denote the N × N matrix whose jth column is f j . Then
Let · p denote the L p norm on (S N , µ), and note that
so that (1.1) is equivalent to
In the from (1.4), the inequality (1.1) bears a striking resemblance to the Brascamp-Lieb type inequality on S N −1 that we proved in proved in [2] . For purposes of comparison, we recall this result.
Let ν denote the uniform probability measure on S N −1 , the unit sphere in R N . For each j = 1, 2, . . . , N , let e j denote the jth standard basis vector in R N , so that for any x in S N −1 , π j ( x) = x · e j is the jth component of x. Then:
for all p ≥ 2. Moreover, the L 2 norm is optimal in that for each p < 2, there exist functions f j so that f j • π j L p (S N−1 ) < ∞ for each j, while the integral on the left side of (1.5) diverges. Finally, for every p ≥ 2 and N ≥ 3, there is equality in (1.5) if and only if some function f j vanishes identically, or else each f j is constant.
Note that Theorem 1.2 provides sharp information on the ratio
for all values of p. However, Theorem 1.1 only provides sharp information on the ratio
for p ≥ 2. Moreover, while the ratio in (1.6) can have an infinite numerator, and finite denominator for p < 2, this is clearly impossible for (1.7). In fact, it is easy to obtain a sharp upper bound on (1.7) for p = 1. The fact that 2 is the criitical L p index in the inequality (1.5) for all values of N has interesting consequences for the subadditivity of entropy on the sphere S N , as explained in [2] , and analogous entropy inequalities for S N would follow from (1.4) in the same way. A recent paper [1] of Barthe, Cordero-Erausquin and Maurey provides an illuminating geometric perspective on the criticality of p = 2 in (1.5), among other things.
Thus, while (1.4) bears a clear family resemblance to (1.5), there are differences. Nonetheless, (1.4) can be proved by the same means that were employed in [2] to prove (1.5), as we explain in Section 2. Next, in Section 3, we give an alternative proof of Theorem 1.1. In Section 4, we prove the bounds on (1.7) for 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, and we discuss certain natural conjectures and open problems. Finally, in an appendix we prove an interpolation theorem that is used in Section 4.
2 First Proof of Theorem 1.1 Theorem 1.2 was proved using a monotone heat kernel interpolation argument. Theorem 1.1 can be proved in the same manner.
For
One easily sees that each D i,j is self adjoint, and indeed, that
so that D i,j is actually non positive. The Laplacean ∆ on S N is the operator
Note that a function g on S N is of the from f • π j for some f : {1, . . . , N } → R if and only if
whenever k = j and ℓ = j. Next observe that the left hand side of (1.1) is only increased if we replace each entry in each f j by its absolute value, and the right hand side is unchanged by this operation. Hence, in proving the inequality, we may assume without loss of generality that each of the functions f j is non negative, and of course, that none are identically zero.
For any non negative function f on {1, . . . , N } and any 1 ≤ j ≤ N , and any 1 ≤ p < ∞, consider the function defined by e t∆ (f • π j ) p 1/p . Since ∆ commutes with every D k,ℓ , whenever k = j and ℓ = j we have that
Hence e t∆ (f • π j ) p 1/p depends on σ only through π j (σ), and for t ≥ 0, we can define the function f (·, t) on {1, . . . , N } by
Notice that since e t∆ preserves the integrals of functions,
for all t > 0. Moreover, since the null space of ∆ consists of the constant functions on S N and nothing else, and since all non zero eigenvalues of ∆ are strictly negative, lim t→∞ e t∆ (f
Now, given N non negative, non zero functions f j on {1, . . . , N }, and t > 0, define 
Hence the inequality (1.4) would be proved if we could show that t → η 2 (t) is non decreasing. Moreover, it is clear that for all s, t > 0 and all j,
Because of this semigroup property, it would suffice to show that
This is indeed what we shall do. (Notice that the differentiability of η 2 is not an issue in this finite dimensional setting.) The following lemmas prepare the way for the computation of the left side of (2.6).
2.1 LEMMA. For any function g on S N ,
and
Summing these equations, one has
Multiplying through by 2, summing over i < j, and making use of (2.1), one obtains (2.7).
Lemma 2.1 justifies the following notational convention: We define |∇g| 2 by
Proof: This is a simple computation using (2.7).
The following lemma gives the modification to the Leibniz rule for the finite difference operation D i,j . What is crucial for us is that the modification drops out if one of the functions does not depend on σ through either π i (σ) or π j (σ).
2.3 LEMMA. For any two function g and h on S N , and any 1 ≤ i < j ≤ N ,
Proof: This is an even simpler computation, in which one makes the obvious addition and subtraction.
2.4 LEMMA. The inequality (1.4) is satisfied for any N non negative functions f j on {1, . . . , N }
Proof:
We may freely assume that none of the functions is identically zero, since then (1.4) is trivially satisfied, with zero on both sides. Define f j (t, ·) by
Consider the contribution coming from
Notice that
Now by (2.11),
Defining the non negative function ρ by ρ = N k=1 (f k • π k ) and making a similar computation for the sum on i < j, we obtain
(2.14)
From here we see that
If there is equality in (1.4), and if none of the functions f j is identically zero, then each of them has a constant modulus. That is, for each j and k, |f j (k)| = f j 2 .
Proof: Suppose that for some N functions f j on {1, . . . , N }, there is equality in (1.4), and that none of the functions vanishes identically. Then clearly there is still equality in in (1.4) if we replace each f j by |f j |. Hence, we may freely assume that the functions are all non negative, and that none vanishes identically.
It now follows from the proof of Lemma 2.4 that d dt η 2 (t) = 0 for all t. However, for all t > 0, each f j (t, ·) will be strictly positive, and so from (2.15) we see that for each t > 0, we must have
for all i and j, at every σ.
Thus, the right side of (2.16) vanishes at σ = σ i,k . Hence the left side vanishes there as well, and since
We therefore conclude that for each j,
This is almost what we seek. To conclude the proof, consider the permutation σ c with
Since,
the numerator in the right side of (2.16) is f i (t, k)−f i (t, j) at σ c . By what we have see above, this is zero. Therefore, the numerator of the left hand side of (2.16) vanishes at σ c . This is f j (t, j)−f j (t, i).
Hence for each t > 0, and each j, f j (t, ·) is constant. By continuity, it follows that each f j (·) is constant.
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, consider N functions f j on {1, . . . , N }, none of which is identically zero, and for which equality holds (1.4). Then we know that each |f j (k)| is non zero, and so we can define a complex number Z k,j by
Clearly, each of the Z j,k lies on the unit circle. Now let A be the N × N matrix with A j,k = |f j,k |, and let Z be the N × N matrix with entries
and there is equality if and only if the quantity
does not depend on σ.
2.6 LEMMA. Let Z be an N × N matrix such that for each j and k, the j, kth entry is a complex number Z k,j lying on the unit circle. Then, the product in (2.18) is independent of σ if and only if there are vectors ξ and ζ in C N with each entry lying in the unit circle such that for each j and k,
which is independent of σ. This proves sufficiency.
To prove necessity, we use induction. The lemma is clearly true for N ≤ 2, so we start with 3. Let us expand in the first row of Z.
where Z i is the the (N − 1)
By induction, Z i must be of the form
Likewise any (N − 1) × (N − 1) submatrix complementary to Z α,β must have the form
The (N − 1) dimensional vectors ξ and ζ depend on α and β, in principle, but this is not so, as we now show. Let 
for any quartet of indices 1 ≤ j, k, l, m ≤ N . With l = m = 1 we then deduce that Z j,k = Z j,1 Z 1,k /Z 1,1 , and we are done.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 We have already explained that (1.4) is equivalent to (1.1), and (1.4) has been proved in Lemma 2.4. The statement concerning the cases of equality then follows from Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6.
Second Proof of Theorem 1.1
The second proof is based on induction and the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality. In that sense, it uses only elementary tools. However, as will be seen, they must be applied in a particularly judicious way. In any case, the structure of this proof leads naturally to a generalization of Theorem 1.1 to non square matrices F .
Given K ≤ N vectors in C N , we from the K × N matrix whose ith row is f i . Let f i,j denote the i, jth entry of this matrix; i.e., the jth entry of f i . Define the functional P( f 1 , . . . , f K ) by
Notice that each of the permanents in (3.1) is the permanent of a K × K matrix. Note also that for K = N , there is only one term in the sum, and
We shall now prove:
3.1 THEOREM. The inequality
If K ≥ 2 and none of the vectors f i is the zero vector, then (3.3) holds with equality if and only if [ f 1 , . . . , f K ] is a rank one matrix, and each the vectors f i is a constant modulus vector.
Because of (3.2) Theorem 3.1 reduces to Theorem 1.1 in the case K = N .
Proof: As before, when proving the inequality, we may assume that all entries of each vector are non negative. The proof proceeds by induction in K. The inequality is trivial in case K = 1, although any vector yields equality in this case. The first non trivial case is K = 2. We now treat this case explicitly, since the same sort of reasoning will be employed in the general inductive step.
We will use the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality on the terms of the last sum, but there are two natural ways to do this, and we need to use some of each. Therefore, rewrite the last sum as
where α < 1 will be determined later. By the arithmetic-geometric mean mean inequality,
Combing (3.4) and (3.5),
Choose α = (N − 2)/N yields 1 + α = (1 − α)(N − 1) = 2(N − 1)/N , and find
which is the desired result for K = 2.
For the general case we can write
where the prime over the summation sign indicates that the sum is over distinct indices. Here
is the permanent of the matrix where the f 1 row and the j k column has been removed so that we take the permanent of an K − 1 × K − 1 matrix. The removal of the column is indicated by the circumflex symbol, as usual. Note that this expression is symmetric in the indices. Developing the square leads to
As before, we estimate the last term using the the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality in two different ways and obtain
where 0 < α < 1 will be chosen below. Focusing on the very last term, we write it as
where the index j 1 is in the l-th position. Note that
Hence, collecting the terms we get
By the inductive hypotheses,
which yields
This proves the inequality.
To establish the cases of equality, we return to the step where the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality has been employed, of course still under the assumption that the entries are all non negative. Equality entails that
for all i = j. Since the vectors f 1 and f 2 are not allowed to be the zero vectors there exists an index i so that f 1,i is not zero. If f 2,i = 0 then it follows from f 1,i f 2,j = f 1,j f 2,i that f 2,j = 0 for all j = i. This would mean that f 2 is identically zero, contrary to the conditions in the theorem. Thus, both, f 1,i and f 2,i are non zero. It now follows from f 1,j f 2,j = f 1,i f 2,i that neither f 1,j nor f 2,j can be zero. Therefore
for all i < j and hence the vectors f 1 and f 2 have to be constant vectors. Since the same argument applies to any two vectors the result follows. We may now treat the case that the entries are complex using the final lemma of the previous section.
COROLLARY.
For all p with 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, the quantity
satisfies the inequality
Proof: By Hölder's inequality,
Now apply Theorem 3.1 to estimate P( f 1 , . . . , f K ); this yields the result.
Bound for other values of p
For 1 ≤ p < ∞, and any vector f in C N , define
Note that if f is the corresponding function of {1, . . . , N }, for each j we have
By (1.3) and (4.2),
Thus, we may study the ratio in (1.7) by studying the ratio on the right in (4.3).
Define the function
We know from Theorem 1 that
with equality precisely when [ f 1 , . . . , f N ] is the constant matrix. Moreover, it is easy to see that C(1) = 1: Observe that 4.6) and that
and note that every term in (4.6) shows up in (4.7), and hence C(1) ≤ 1. Choosing f j = e j for each j, so that F equals the identity matrix, shows that
In fact, there is equality only if in each row and each column of F there is a single non-zero entry. Notice that the optimizers for C(p) are different for p = 1 and p = 2: For p = 1 we get the optimal ratio by taking f j = e j for each j, while for p = 2 we get the optimal ratio by taking f j to be constant for each j.
If f j = e j for each j, then
However, if f j is a non zero constant vector for each j, then
Evidently,
Note that there is equality at p = 1 and p = 2. Pietro Caputo, to whom we sent an early draft of this paper, has suggested to us that in fact there should be equality in (4.9) for 1 < p < 2 as well.
It is easy to see that this is true for N = 2. In that case, we may assume without loss of generality that f 1 = 1 x and f 2 = y 1 for some non negative numbers x and y. Then perm[ f 1 , f 2 ] = 1 + xy, and by Hölder's inequality,
where 1/q = 1 − 1/p. For 1 ≤ p ≤ 2, q ≥ p, and so
with equality for p < 2 < q if and only if y = 0. We conclude that
which is the desired inequality. Moreover, for p = 2, by the condition for equality in the Schwarz inequality, there is equality if and only if x = y = 1, while when 1 ≤ p < 2, there is equality if and only if x = y = 0. Beyond this trivial case, have not succeeded in proving the conjecture, but we do have the following upper bound on C(p):
Proof: The first statement follows directly from the interpolation theorem in the appendix. This is a version of the Riesz-Thorin [6] interpolation theorem for multilinear forms. The usual proof of the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem for operators is, in fact, an interpolation theorem for bilinear forms; see for example, [4] . It easily extends to multilinear forms, and though this seems likely to be known, we have not found any reference. We therefore include the short proof in the appendix. Given the logarithmic convexity, for t solving the equation t + (1 − t)/2 = 1/p,
The rest now follows from our computation of C(1) and C(2).
One might try to compute C(p) for 1 < p < 2 by adapting either of the two computations we made for p = 2. Unfortunately, we have not been able to adapt either one. For the second computation, the trouble arises at the point where we "develop the square". For the first, there is an even more fundamental problem: The interpolation used there simply is not monotone for p < 2. Define the function φ(x, y) by
It is easy to see that the class of circulant matrices is preserved under the heat semigroup flow used in the proof of Theorem 1.1 provided in Section 2, so that this flow corresponds to a path (x(t), y(t)) on the graph of φ over the unit square 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1. This path starts from the given values of x and y and satisfies lim t→∞ (x(t), y(t)) = (1, 1) .
However, for p < 2, φ(x, y) has a strict local maximum at both (x, y) = (1, 1) and (x, y) = (0, 0). Thus, for p < 2, the heat semigroup flow is initially strictly monotone decreasing when started from f j = e j , j = 1, 2, 3. Nonetheless, further analysis of the function φ supports the conjecture; the example simply shows that no flow preserving the class of circulant matrices can be used to prove it. We remark that one can extend the theorem to a version for multilinear functionals in L p spaces by the standard approximation argument with simple functions.
Proof: Suppose that p, q and r are vectors in [0, 1] M such that for some t with 0 < t < 1, p = t q + (1 − t) r .
Define the numbers q j and r j by q = (1/q 1 , . . . , 1/q M ) and r = (1/r 1 , . . . , 1/r M ) so that q j is related to q and r j is related to r the same way p j is related to p. We must show that C( p) ≤ C( q) t C( r) 1−t .
Towards this end, let f 1 , . . . , f M be any M non zero vectors. We can assume that | f j | p j = 1 for each j. Since the choice of the vectors is arbitrary apart from the normalization, it suffices to show that J( f 1 , . . . , f M ) ≤ C( q) t C( r) 1−t . (i) The right side of (5.3) is an entire function of z.
(ii) Whenever ℜ(z) = 0, then | ρ j (z)| r j = 1 (iii) Whenever ℜ(z) = 1 then | ρ j (z)| q j = 1. Next we define G(z) = J( ρ 1 (z), . . . , ρ M (z)) C( q) z C( r) 1−z which is a subharmonic function of z. (By (i) and (5.1), it is the absolute value of a sum of products of entire functions.) By (ii), we know that on the line ℜ(z) = 0, G(z) ≤ 1, and by (iii), we know that on the line ℜ(z) = 1, G(z) ≤ 1. Hence, by the maximum principle for subharmonic functions, G(t) ≤ 1. But by (5.4), this yields (5.2).
